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An analysis is presented of the superharmonic, subharmonic, and combination resonances in a multi-degree- 
of-freedom system which has cubic nonlinearity and modal viscous damping and is subject to harmonic 
excitation. It is shown that, in the absence of internal resonances, the steady-state response contains only the 
modes which are directly excited. It is shown that, in the presence of internal resonances, modes other than 
those that are directly excited can appear in the response. The strong influence of internal resonances is 
exhibited in numerical examples involving hinged-clamped beams. It is shown that when a multimode solution 
exists the lowest mode can dominate the response, even when it is not directly excited. 

Subject Classification: 40.30, 40.20. 

INTRODUCTION 

Here, attention is focused on systems whose motions 
are governed by a set of second-order nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations with constant coefficients. The 
forcing terms are all assumed to have a single frequency 
which along with their amplitudes is a constant. It is 
known that the nonlinear forced response may involve 
different kinds of resonances. Denoting the excitation 
frequency by X and the natural frequencies by •o•, i = 1, 
2, 3,..., one can classify these resonances as follows: 
(1) main or harmonic, >,=•ok; (2) superharmonic, 
(3) subharmonic, >, = n•o•; (4) combination, n>, = m•o 1 + m•.•o•. 
+...+mioo•; (5) rational, X=(m/n)oo•; and (6) internal, 
ml•ol+m•.•o•. + ß .. +rn•oo•=O; where n, m, and m• are in- 
tegerd. In the following, a number of works are cited as 
examples of the extensive literature available on the 
study of nonlinear resonances. All the studies were con- 
cerned with the search for periodic solutions and their 
stability. In many cases, experimental and/or analog 
computer results were also presented. 

Several books, such as Hayashi, 1 can be found in the 
field. An analysis leading to the classification of a class 
of dynamical systems with cubic nonlinearities was pre- 
sented by 8ethna. •' However, the response analysis was 
restricted to a two-degree-of-freedom system. In a 
later paper, a he studied the superharmonic and subhar- 
monic resonances in a two-degree-of-freedom system 
with quadratic nonlinearities. In both papers, 8ethna 
paid particular attention to internal resonances. A 
thorough investigation of the different nonlinear reso- 
nances, including internal resonances, in a two-degree- 
of-freedom system can be found in the book on the prob- 
lems of rotor dynamics by Tondl. 4 A six-degree-of- 
freedom system was considered by Efstathiades and 
Williaxns s in their study of vibration-isolating systems. 
Plotnikova ø obtained the conditions for the stability of 
periodic solutions under main resonance for rather gen- 
eral two-degree-of-freedom systems. 

Mettler 7 gives an excellent survey of the nonlinear 
vibration problems in mechanical systems including ap- 
plications to elastic bodies subjected to gyroscopic and 
nonconservative follower forces. Combination and sub- 

harmonic resonances in systems having both quadratic 

and cubic nonlinearities were studied by Yamamoto and 
Hayashi. s Much of their analysis was concerned with 
two-degree-of-freedom systems. However, they did 
present some more general results but did not include 
the effects of internal resonances. Szemplinska-Stup- 
nicka, in a number of papers, 9-•2 presented analyses of 
the various nonlinear resonances in multiple-degree-of- 
freedom systems. She also made a comparative study of 
the different approximation methods used in the analysis 
of nonlinear vibrations. An earlier work on such a com- 

parative study is due to Newland. la 

Most of the works cited above are concerned with dis- 

crete mechanical systems. However, as noted by Met- 
tler, an analysis of the vibrations of elastic bodies leads 
to a set of nonlinear differential equations, the nonlin- 
earities being essentially quadratic and/or cubic. Su- 
perharmonic resonances of different modes in straight 
beams were studied by Bennett and Eisley x4 and Bennett. is 
They pointed out the inadequacy of a single-mode analysis 
to fully describe the response. Tseng and Dugundji l•'17 
reported on the superharmonic, subharmonic and rational 
resonances in straight beams and superharmonic reso- 
nances in buckled beams. 

The approximations that are invariably used in the 
analysis of weakly nonlinear systems can be broadly 
classified as (1) the perturbation method, usually the 
method developed by Krylov, Bogoliubov, and Mitropolsky 
which in the first approximation is known as the method 
of averaging, and (2) the Galerkin and the Ritz methods 
which originate from the variational principles of me- 
chanics. In a noteworthy article, Rosenberg is gives a 
detailed account of the so-called geometrical methods 
which are more concerned with the qualitative and math- 
ematical aspects of the nature of solutions of nonlinear 
systems. A significant feature of these methods is that 
their applicability is not restricted to weakly nonlinear 
systems. Many of the results in Ref. 18 are taken from 
previously published papers by Rosenberg. 

Another method which is popular in the analysis of 
weakly nonlinear systems is the method of multiple 
scales. A detailed description of the method along with 
an exhaustive bibliography is given in the book by 
Nayfeh. 19 Recently, this method was applied to the anal- 
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ysis of ship motions by Nayfeh, Mook, and Marshall •'ø 
and Mook, Marshall, and Nayfeh •'1 and to the s•udy of the 
large-amplitude vibrations of structional elements by 
Nayfeh, Mook, and Sridhar •'•' and Nayfeh, Mook, and 
Lobitz. •'s The results of the last four papers exhibit the 
strong influence of internal resonances on the nonlinear 
resonant responses. 

Although a large amount of literature is available on 
the subject of nonlinear resonances in weakly nonlinear 
multi-degree-of-freedom systems, this body of knowl- 
edge suffers from some deficiencies. Firstly, many of 
the studies are confined to two degrees of freedom. Even 

in studies of systems•with more than two degrees of free- 
dom, the analyses are restricted to the study of some 
specific resonance. Thus the available information is 
in some sense disjointed. Secondly, the phenomenologi- 
cal behavior of systems with internal resonances has not 
been explored in any depth. The works of Sethna, Tondl, 
and the papers mentioned in the previous paragraph are 
some efforts in this direction. 

The present study is an effort to correct the above 
deficiencies in a class of nonlinear systems by present- 
ing a unified method for the analysis of superharmonic, 
subharmonic, and combination resonances (these will be 
referred to as the external resonances) which takes in- 
ternal resonances into account. 

I. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

In the present study, consideration is given to a sys- 
tem governed by a set of equations having the form 

dzun 2 (_dun ) • + co, un = ½ 2c, •-F + • rnm•q Um%Uq + Pn cosXt, rn• p• q 

n= 1, 2,..., (1) 

where the con are the natural frequencies; ½ is a dimen- 
sionless parmeter; the cn are the modal damping coeffi- 
cients; the I'nm• are constant coefficients; the amplitudes 
of the excitation P, are 0(1); and the frequency of the 
excitation X is not near any co n. The derivative-expan- 
sion version of the method of multiple scales 19 is used to 
construct the first terms in the asymptotic expansions of 
the un which are uniformly valid for small ½ and all t. 

Following the method of multiple scales, one introduces 
two time scales, 

T•=½Jt, j=O and 1, (2) 
and assumes expansions for the un, 

un(t; ½)~ un0(T0, T 0 +½unl(T0, T1) +..., n= 1, 2, .... (3) 

Substituting Eqs. 2 and 3 into Eq. 1 and balancing powers 
of ½ yield 

D•ouno + •o•,u. =Pn cosXT0, (4) 
and 

D•unl + ø•,unl = - 2DoDluno - 2c, Douno + E I',•UmoU•oU•o , 
rn• p• q 

where 

(5) 
The solution of Eq. 4 can be written as 

Uno=An(T1) exp(i•onT o) + K n exp(iXT0) +cc , (6) 
where 

1 

= x _ 

and cc represents the complex conjugate of the preceding 
terms. At this point, the An are unknown. They are de- 
termined by eliminating the secular terms at the next 
level of approximation. 

Substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 5 leads to 

D•ounl + wn•Un = - 2iwn(DxAn +cnAn) exp(iWn T o) 

-2ic•exp(i•To)+ • F•r• B•e•(iA•T o 
m, • • 

+cc, n=l, 2,..., (7) 

where the A• •e line• combinations of the frequencies 
•d the B• are •ctions of the A,; they •e listed in Ap- 
pend• A. In order to o•ain a •iformly v•id e•sion, 
the terms that produce secul• terms in the un• must 
v•ish. This so-c•led solv•ility condition yields the 
equations for the determination of the A,. 

The solvability condition involves the first term • 
well as •1 other terms for which A•= •, on the right- 
h•d side of Eq. 7. An investigation of Append• A shows 
that A• through A, •e line• combinations of the natur• 
frequencies o•y •d that it is •ways possible for A[ 
through Ao to be equ• to •,. For exmple, Aa = •,, when 
p=n, while A•=•+•-wq=•,, when m=n •dp=q. 
Consequently, the first s• terms in the sum in Eq. 7 
enter the solvability condition. The first three terns 
•e linear and the other three are cubic in the A,. H •y 
other combination of natur• frequencies is approximately 
equ• to •, (i.e., the natur• frequencies •e commen- 
surable; for exmple, •a= 3•, % = 2• + •, •= •t 
+ • + •), • •tern• reson•ce is s•d to exist. When 
A• for j > 7 is approximately equ• to •,, • extern• 
reson•ce is said to exist. The frequency combinations 
•sociated with extern• reson•ces •ways cont•n X. 

In genera, when there •e extern• •d intern• reso- 
n•ces, the solv•ility conditions have the form 

- 2iwn(D1A n +cnAn) +An • Yn•A•j + 2HnnAn 

+Rn +Nn =0, n= 1, 2,..., (8) 

where R n iS due to internal resonances, if any; Nn is due 
to external resonances, if any; and 

Ynj = 3•nnnn , n = j, 

and 

= 2(rnn + + Fnma., n •j, 

When Nn • 0, the nth mode is said to be directly excited. 
The specific form of/•n and N n depend on the types of in- 
ternal and external resonances present in the system; 
various possibilities are considered in the next three 
sections. 
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II. THE CASE OF NO RESONANCES 
ß 

In the absence of any resonance, R n = N n --0 for all n. 
Letting 

A n = « a,(Tt) exp[ian(Tt)], (9) 
with real a n and an in Eq. 8 and separating the result into 
real and imaginary parts, yields 

Wnan t + CnWna n = 0 (10a) 

and 

, a Hn•a" 0, (10b) Wnanan+•anEYnyay+ = 
$ 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to T t. 
Equation 10a shows that an-' 0 as Tt--0% and the steady- 
state ampiRude •n--0. Thus, the steady-state solution 
has the form 

ftn =.Pn(O•a. -- X•') '1 cosXt + 0(½). (11) 

III. THE CASE OF NO INTERNAL RESONANCE 

In this case R,--0 for all modes and Ns = 0 for all modes 
s which are not involved in any resonances with the exci- 
tation. Consequently, the amplifudes and phases of these 
s modes are governed by Eqs. 10 and hence the steady- 
state amplitude •s • 0. The specific form of N, for the 
resonating modes depends on the type of resonance in- 
volved. In this section, the cases, 3X= con, 2X• co m ñ con, 
and X= wm +w• ñw n are considered. 

A. The case of 33`• co k 

In this case, the only resonance is due to 3X being near 
co n (superharmonic resonance). The detuning parameter 
cr is used to express the nearness of 3X to co n as follows: 

3X = wn + ½cr. 

Then, 

Nn = Fn exp(icrT•) , Fn = • 
m, P, q 

After separating Eq. 8 into real and imaginary parts, one 
obtains 

- wn(a • ß chart) ß Fn sing: 0 (12a) 

and 

t 2 wnanan + •an E •/n•ia•i + H•a• + F• cos• = 0, (12b) 
where 

g = •T•- a•. 

The ste•y-state solution corresponds to •l a n = 0 •d 
g• =0; thus Eqs. 12 c• be reduced to 

- + sin :0 
•d 

It is noted that hn = 0 is not a solution of Eqs. 13, thus, 
solving for • •d • •d substi•ting the result into Eqs. 
3, 6, •d 9 c• only yield a solution of the form 

u n =Pn(W• - Xa) '• cosXt + 0((), n • k (14a) 

and 

un=Pn(w•a _ >,2)-x cos>,t +•n cos(3>,t- •) + 0(½). (14b) 

The last term in Eq. 14b is essentially the kth mode 
of the linear, homogeneous solution; the difference be- 
tween this term and the actual mode lies in the frequency, 
which the nonlinearity slightly adjusts so that 

wn + ½ an = 3X. 

Because the frequencies wn and X are commensurable, 
this mode interacts with the excitation through the non- 
linear terms in Eq. 1 and hence forms part of the steady- 
state solution in spite of the presence of damping. 

B. The cas• of 23, • co m + con when m-•k 

In this case, the only resonance for which the details 
are presented is due to X being near wm+ wn. The results 
for 2X near wm- wn ran be obtained from those predicted 
below by simply changing the sign of 

The detuning parameter cr is used to express the near- 
ness of 2X to wm+ wn as follows: 2X =wm + wn + ½cr. Then, 
N n = 0 for n • m and k, while 

Nm = Hm• An exp(icrT1) and Nn = Hn,.,.,Am exp(icrT•). 

After separating Eq. 8 into real and imaginary parts, one 
obtains 

1 

- wn(a• +cnan)+• Hnmam sin• =0, (15a) 

! 

- COrn(arm + Cream) + • H,,.nan sing = O, (15b) 

' • Hnmam COS 0 (15c) 
.t 

and 

COmamam+•a m Ymsa• +Hmma,n +•Hm•an cosgt =O, (15d) 

where gt = crT•- an - am. 

The steady-state solution corresponds to all a n = 0 and 
/•= 0. In contrast with the superharmonic resonance, it 
is noted that •m = •n = 0 is a steady-state solution of Eqs. 
15. For a nontrivial solution, neither a m or a n is zero, 
and Eqs. 15 can be reduced to 

^ • Hnm•mSin • 0 (16a) - wncnan + 2 = , 

• ^ in• = 0, (16b) - corec m•m + • H•a n s 
and 

0'+'•\•-•"• + a• + • \ co m + am+ (D m ' COn ] COn (.0 m 

+ + . cos•:O (16c) 

Solving Eqs. 16 yields }•, }•, •d • which, when sub- 
• • Hence, stituted into Eqs. 15c •d 15d, give a• •d 

the ste•y-state soluUon h• either the form given in 
Eq. 11 or the followi• form: 

u,=P,(w•- X•)'• cosXt+0((), n •m •d k, (17a) 

u•: P•(• - cosXt + + 

•d 
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u• =•(• - x•')-• cosxt +• cos[(• + •&•)t + • ] + 0(•), 
(tVc) 

where rrn and rk are constants depending on the initial 
conditions. The last terms in Eqs. 17b and 17c appear 
as a result of the resonance in spite of the presence of 
damping. The nonlinearity adjusts the frequencies so 
that 

o• + •&'• + o• + •&• = o• + o• + •. = 2x. ß 

If both solutions (•rn= •k = 0 and •rn • 0) are stable, then 
the initial conditions determine which solution represents 
the response. 

C. The case of X•COrn +top-+co k 
The case of X being near wrn +wp +w• is considered 

first. The results for this case are then specialized to 
yield the results for X being near 3w• (subharmonic 
resonance) and X being near 2w• +wrn. 

In this case, the detuning is introduced as follows: 

COrn + COp + COk + E(• ß 

Then, N. =0, n-•rn, p, and k, while 

and 

.Nrn = Hrnt, A p A • exp(i(•T1) , 

z/• = •/•=•• exp(i•0, 

N• = H•rnp Arn Ap exp(i(•T1), 
where 

H• = • (r• + rm•,• + r•,•a + rm•, + r•,a + r•a,)K•. 
, 

Then, Eq. 8 yields 

- CO•(a• .c•ak) .-• H•rnparnap sin• = 0, (18a) 
- COp(ai. cpap). -•Hp•rna•arn sin• • 0, (18b) 

1 

- w•(a• .c•a•). • H•a•a• sin• • 0, (18c) 
• 1 •• + • • •,• +•• + • •• •o• • = 0, ( 

' • H•a•a• 0, (1Be) 

and 

t 

$ 

(tsf) 
where 

p = (iT! - otrn - otp - ot•. 

The steady-state response corresponds to all a• =0 and 
/•'= 0. As in the previous ease, a trivial solution is pos- 
sible. For a nontrivial solution, Eqs. 18 can be reduced 
to 

- COkc• + • H•,rnparnap sin• = 0, 
1 

- COpcp•p + z H•rn•rn sint• = 0, 

- COrncrnarn +¾H,,•t, kapa • sin• = 0, 

(10a) 

(10b) 

(19c) 

and 

' +••. •, •1 a'+ + + •k •P •m 

+g["•a• + ,•% + . eos•=0. (1•) •mam 

The steady-state response for the subh•monic reso- 
n•t c•e X• 3w• c• be obtained from Eqs. 19 by first 
setti• y• = 0 when i • j •d then lett•g p = m = k. The 
reset is 

• F•a• sin• = 0 (20a) 
•d 

• + i Y• + ß cos a• = o, (gOb) 
where 

F• = H• ad p = ½T 1 - 3•. 

The ste•y-state response for the c•e X• 2w• +w• c• 
be obt•ned by letti• y• = 0 when i •p •d then setti• 
p = k in Eqs. 19. The result is 

- w•c•a• +• = 

•d 

+ • • + •a•'/cos• = 0, (2•c) 
where 

The cases X= w m + w•- w• •d • Wm- 2w• c• be ob- 
t•ned from the •ove results by simply ch•ging the sign 
of w•. Ch•ging the sign of w• leads to the results for 
the c•es X= w• + w• - 

As in the c•es considered previously, the modes 
which interact with the excitation c• form p•t of the 
ste•y-state solution, or the steady-state solution 
have the form given in Eq. 

In the next section, intern• resonates •e considered. 

IV. THE CASE OF INTERNAL RESONANCE 

For any given frequency of the excitation X, the modal 
content of the steady-state response depends on the in- 
ternal resonances present in the system. In this paper, 
consideration is given to systems having an internal 

ß resonance which involves four modes: 

COa + COb + COc + EO'I = COd ß 

Systems having internal resonances which involve three 
modes (COt, + 2COo= COa) and two modes (3COo= wa) are treated 
as special cases. 

An investigation of Appendix A (A t through A7) shows 
that the contribution to Eq. 8 due to the internal reso- 
nance is 

R, = Q,At,AcAaexp(w' • T1) , (22a) 

Rt, = QbA,A,•A, exp(i(•x T1), (22b) 
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It c = QcAa•.a•b exp(i(r•T•), (22c) 
and 

Ra = Q•AaA b A c exp(- i(• T•), (22d) 

where the Q.are constants involving the 

Substituting Eqs. 9 and 22 into Eq. 8, separating the 
real and imaginary parts, and setting a.' = 0 for all n lead 
to the following equations governing the amplitudes and 
the phases of the steady-state solutior• 

- w...+ •i•.sin•+fi.•" = 0, (23a) 

for u=a, b, and c; 

• •' • H• a •acos•+•'=O; (24b) 

w.a.a. + •&. • •.•a• + = 0, (25b) 

forn•a, b, c, •dd; •d 

&' t=61--•a-- b--•c+•d =0 • 
where 

Because the N• •'(a) appe• • a reset of extern• reso- 
n•ces, they c• be f•ct[ons of the a. •d the a. (see 
Sec. IH); hence, the precise form of th•s set of simulta- 
neous equations depends on the extern• reson•ce •n- 
volveal. Sever• possibilities •e considered next. 

A. The case of no external resonance 

In this case, all N. = 0; thus, Eq. 25a leads directly to 

a n = 0 

for n •a, b, c, and d. Equations 23a and 24a lead to 

- w,,c,,•,, + • Q,,•b•c&• sin•: 0, (27a) 
- WbCba b + • Qb&c&•&a sin•: 0, (27b) 
- wccc• c + • Qc•a&,,•b sin•= 0, (27c) 

and 

wacd• + •Q••c sin•= 0. (27d) 
For structural elements, nonfrivial solutions cannot 

exist in the absence of external excitations and the pres- 
ence of damping (i.e., the system cannot be self ex- 
cited). This condition demands that the signs of Q•, Qb, 
Qc, and Qd be the same. This can be seen by supposing 
such a solution does exist and then combining Eq. 27 to 
obtain 

a__• a w•c•Q• (28a) 

and 

a-A• • •' =- wacdQ--•k• (28b) 
d/ OObCbQd ' 

ac• a: - wac•Qc (28c) 
a•/ oocccQ • ' 

Clearly, the supposition of a nontrivial solution is incon- 
sistent with Eqs. 28 if the signs of Q,,, Qb, Qc, and Qd 
are the same. 

B. The case of an external resonance 

In this section, several possibilities are considered. 

If none of the modes involved in the internal resonances 

are directly excited, then it follows immediately from 
Eqs. 28 that 

&•:•b :&c:•a=0. (29) 

Hence, the internal resonance has no influence on the 
solution, which would be obtained as outlined in Sec. III. 

If two (one) of the lower modes involved in the internal 
resonance are (is) directly excited, then it follows from 
Eqs. 28 that the amplitudes of the remaining, unexcited 
lower mode(s) and the highest mode &• are zero. 
Therefore, /•, = 0 for n=a, b, c, and d. Again the internal 
resonance has no influence on the solution, which would 
be obtained as outlined in Sec. 1II. 

If all three of the lower modes are directly excited, 
then, depending on the type of external resonance, the 
amplitudes of the lower modes may be either zero or 
nonzero. When &•, &b and &c are not zero, it follows 
from Eq. 27d that &• cannot be zero. 

If the dth mode is the only mode involved in the internal 
resonance to be directly excited, then, depending on the 
type of external resonance, a• may be either zero or non- 
zero. Hence, it follows from Eqs. 27 and 28 that there 
are three possibilities: 

(1) &•:0, and thus &•:&b=&c:0. 

(2) 

(3) a•, ab, a•, a• are nonzero. 

From the last two subcases considered, it follows that 
the terms appearing in Eqs. 23 and 24 as a result of the 
internal resonance can be responsible for a transfer of 
energy from a directly excited mode to a mode which is 
not directly excited. In the next section, the response 
of a hinged-clamped beam to a harmonic excitation is 
presented as a numerical example. 

V. THE BEAM AS AN EXAMPLE 

Large-amplitude vibrations of beams supported in 
such a way as to restrict longitudinal movement at the 
ends are accompanied by stretching of the neutral plane. 
One must account for this stretching by using nonlinear 
strain-displacement relationships, and consequently, the 
equations governing the lateral vibrations are nonlinear. 
In the present example, a hinged-clamped beam is con- 
sidered. Modal viscous damping is included, and the 
excitation is taken to be harmonic. 

The nondimensional form of the governing equation aa is 

b-• + o-D-=½ 2c•- +v \•/ b-•+p(x, t), 
(29) 
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where l is the nondimensional length of the beam, v is a 
constant which depends on the' type of axial restraint [for 
a rigid restraint v = 1/(20], ½ is a small nondimensional 
parameter defined as 

½ = y'2/L2, 

r is the radius of gyration of the cross-section area, and 
L is a characteristic length. 

It is noted that p(x, t) is 0(1), which is in contrast with 
the example considered in Ref. 22, where p = 0(½). In the 
following, P is assumed to vary sinusoidally with time; 
that is, 

p(x, t) =P(x) eosXt. 

The deflection w is expanded in terms of the linear, 
free-oscillation modes •m (taken to be orthornormal) • 
as follows: 

w(x, t)= • rgm(x)u•(t) . (30) 

Substituting Eq. 30 into Eq. 29 and using the orthonor- 
mality of the •b• yields 

co.u. = ½ - 2c• • + • I'• u•%u + P. eosXt, m• P, q 

where 

r• = 

for n= 1, 2,..., (31) 

] If' ,/4,,,, ddPt, dx ] dp. dx •. dx dx ' 

The five lowest natural frequencies for l = 2 are 

col = 3. 8545, co•. = 12. 401, coa =26. 062, 

co4 = 44.568, co s = 68.007. 

It is noted that co•. and col are nearly in the ratio of 3 to 1. 
Thus, there is a two-mode, internal resonance. The 
nearness of co•. to 3co• is expressed quantitatively by the 
detuning parameter rr 1 as follows: 

co•. = 3col + ½•1; ½•1 = 0.9275. 

Numerical results are presented for superharmonic, 
subharmonic, and combination resonances. Some typical 
values of the coefficients are given in Appendix B. 

A. The case of 3X • ('•1 

In this case, a second detuning parameter is defined 
as follows: 

3X= co•+ ½•2. 

Thus, 

N 1 = Fx exp(i(•. Tx), Fx = •r• 
m,p, q 

and 

Nn=0, forn>l . 

Equations 23-26 can be reduced to 

- + sin+ sin =o, 

- - sin =0, 

(32a) 

(32b) 

co2 (• - 3(r2) •z 2 - • (Y22 • 2 s + Y2• •2 a •) 

- Haa •a - •a• cos• =0, (32c) 

+ •Q, • • cos• + F, cos • = 0, (32d) 
•d 

' •,=0, forn>2 , 
where 

• =• T• - 3&• + &• (32e) 
•d 

• =•a T•- &• . (32f) 

Because F• is independent of •[, it follows from Eqs. 
32 that neither j• nor •2 c• be zero. This is in agree- 
ment with the comments of Sec. •; here •1 the lower 
modes are excited. The steady-state solution h• the 
form 

• =P•(w•- Xa) '• cosXt +• cos(3•t- •)+ 0(() , (33a) 

•a=P•(w[- Xa)'•cosXt+•cos(9Xt- 3•+•)+0(() , (33b) 
and, for • > 2, 

•. = P.(w• - X•) '• cosXt + 0(() . (33c) 

It is noted that •e no•ineari• adjusts •e frequencies 
of the second and •e first modes such •at they are pre- 
cisely in the ratio of three to one and •e frequency of the 
first mode is precisely •ree •mes •at of •e excita- 
•on. 

For some arbitrary v•ues of the exci•fion amplinde 
•d the damping coefficients (here, for simplici•, c• 
= c• = c) Eqs. 32 were solved by using a Newton-•phson 
procedure. In Fig. 1, • and •2 are plotted as functions 
of •e de•n•g •meter (•2. For the •ke of clariS, 
only the stable portions of the complete solution are 
shown in this figure as well as in all those •t follow. 
(The ma•er • w•ch •e s•bili• •s s•died is dis- 
cussed briefly in the ne• section. ) It is noted •at a2 
is alsys smaller t•n •[. 

B. The case of X • 3c•= 

• this case, the second debmLn• p•rameter is de- 
fined as follows: 

X=3w2+(•2 ß 

Thus, 

= 
•d 

N. = 0, for n= 1, 3, 4, .... 

Equa•ons 23-26 can be reduced to 

• •a si•=0 (34a) - , 

wsc•a -IQ • • , •2 {34b) - •x sin• + {F•2 sin• = 0, 

I • 3- •3 • • •(• +•) • + •tyn• +y••)+ •n• + • • cos• = 0 8• 1•2 • 

(34c) 
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FIG. 1. Variations of the steady-state 
amplitudes of the first and second modes 
with the frequency of the excitation 
(x 

,• 3 ••+ •(••+••)+ 3•• + •e• co• 
+ •F•. cos • = 0 , (34d) 

and 

g.=0, forn>2 , 

where 

• =(rxT x - 3ax +a2 (34e) 

and 

• =•.T•- 3&•.. (34f) 

Equations 34 reveal that there are three possible solu- 
tions. This is in agreement with comments of Sec. IV. 

When • and •. are zero, the steady-state solution is 
given by 

•.= p.t•. _ xa).x cosXt + 0(•) (35) 

for all n. 

When •[ = 0 and g•. • 0, the steady-state solution has 
the form 

u•.=P•.(co[-X•')'[cosXt+g•.cos[«(Xt - •)]+ 0(½), (36) 
and the remaining u,are given by Eq. 35. It is noted 
that the nonlinearity adjusts the frequency •f the second 
mode such that it is precisely one third of that of the 
excitation. 

When • and •. differ from zero, the steady-state so- 
lution has the form 

ux=P,(•o•- x•-)-• cosXt+ax cos[{(xt- •)-«•]+ 0((), (37a) 
u•.=P•.(co•-x•')'XcosXt+•.cos[«(xt - •)]+0(½) , (3•) 
•d the rem••g u, are given by Eq. 35. It is noted that 
•e no•ineari• •justs the frequencies of the second and 
•e first modes such that •ey are precisely • the three 
to one ratio and the frequency of •e second m•e is 
precisely one-third of •at of •e exci•tion. 

The first case (Eq. 35) is of little interest and no re- 
sults are presented. 

For the second case (Eq. 36), J•. is plotted as a func- 
tion of the detuning ½(r•. in Fig. 2(a). As one might ex- 
pect, this result resembles the solution of the Duffing 
equation for subharmonic resonance. 

For the third case (Eqs. 37), d• and e•. are plotted as 
functions of detuning cert. in Fig. 2(b). The values of the 
amplitude of the excitation and the damping coefficients 
are the same in both figures. It is noted that, when • 
is not zero, it is greater than •. over a considerable 
range of the detuning. 

C. The case of 23, • 032 + 033 

In this case, the second aletuning parameter is defined 
as follows: 

2X = co•. + co a + ½(r•.. 

Thus, 

N•. = H•.aA--a exp(iir•.T• ) , Ns = HaaA-• exp(i o'•.T• ) , 
and 

N,=0 for n = 1, 4, 5, .... 

Equations 23-26 can be reduced to 
1 - coxc• + • Q•[•. sin•=0 , (38a) 

' • • • (38b) - co•.c•.a•. ,- • Qz}• sin• + • Hzaaa sin • = 0 , 
• (38c) -- (.03C3• 3 + • H3•.•. sin fi = 0 , 

and, for a nontrivial solution, 

• + 8 \ •'- 5•'•] •'• + 8 \ • - •.--/ - 

• - • ---•&. --- cos• cos • =0 
(3•d) 

and 

+ + + s + + 

Q•' co• + = + + . + .. cos• 0, (38e) 
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FIG. 2. (a) Variations of the steady-state 
amplitude of the second mode with the 
frequency of the excitation (X-3w2 
when the steady-state amplitude of the 
first mode is zero. (b) Variations of the 

steady-state amplitudes of the first and 
second modes with the frequency of the ex- 
citation (X - 3092 =E(r2). 

where 

/• = at Tz - 3 &z + •. (38f) 
and 

•2 = •.Tz- •.- •3 ß (38g) 

In this case also there are three possible solutions. 

When •x, &•., and &3 are zero, the steady-state solu- 
Lion is given by Eq. 35 for all n. 

When ax =0 and •. and 8a differ from zero, the steady- 
state solution is obtained by solving Eqs. 38b, 38c, and 
38e for &•., &a and •, after setting • =0, and then obtain- 

ing &• and fi• from Eqs. 24b and 24c, which become 
• I •2 1 •.&. •. + • •.(•,•.• + •.•a•) + n..•. + • Q• cos• 

+ • H•a• s cos fi = 0 (39a) 

and 

•aaaa• + • •a(•af• + •) + •aaaa + • sa•a• cos • = o. (39b) 

Then, the solution is given by 

u• = •(• - x•) -• cosxt + • cos[ (• + •&•)t + r•], (4oa) 

u• = •(• - x•) -• cosxt +• cos[(• + •)t + r•], 

and •e remaining u,are given by Eq. 35. It is noted 
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that the nonlinearity adjusts the frequencies of the sec- 
ond and the third mode such that the resonant frequency 
combination is satisfied exactly; that is, 

When •, •, •nd • •re not zero, the steady-state 
solution is obtained by sol•ng Eqs. 38 for •, •, •s, •, 
and •, and then obtaining •, •, and • from 

(4•a) 

• • • •Q•a•cos• 
• (4•) + • H•s•s cos • = 0, 

and 

•=a= a• + • a= (•=•a• + •=•.a• + •==•) + n==a= + • n=•= cos • = 0. 
(41c) 

Then, the solu•on is given by 

ut =Pt(w• - •)'• cosXt +}t cos[(wt + •)t + •t] +0(•) , (42a) 

•= •(• - •)'• cos •t+ a• cos[(•+ •) t+ •] +0(•), 
(42b) 

• = es(• - x=) '• cosxt+ • cos[(•s + • •) t + •] + 0((), 
(42c) 

•d the rem•ning un are given by Eq. 35. It follows 
from Eqs. 38f, 38g, and 42 that the nonlinearity ad- 
justs the frequencies such t•t the frequencies of the 
first •d second modes are precisely in the ratio of one 
to three •d the sum-of the frequencies of the second •d 
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X NEAR ((•z+•)/2 

I00 - • = 0.0001 - 

75 - P- 5xlO3 ^ 
A 
Qn 
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i i i i I i 
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FIG. 3. (a) Variations of the amplitudes 
of the second and third modes with the 

frequency of the excitation [X- (co 2 + co3)/2 
=e= 2] when the steady-state amplitude of 
the first mode is zero. (b) Variations of 
the amplitudes of the first, second, and 
third modes with the frequency of the ex- 
citation [X- (co 2 +c03)/2 =co-2] . 
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third modes is precisely 2X; that is, 

3(• + •&•) =3• + • + •&•= •.+ 

and 

•. + •&• + • + •&• = •+ •+ • = 2x. 

The first subc•e (Eq. 35) is of •tle interest, and 
the results are not presented. 

For the second subc•e (Eqs. 40), • •d •s are 
plotted • functions of the aletuning (g• in Fig. 3(a). 

For the third subcase (Eqs. 42), •, •, and •s are 
plotted • functions of the detuning (• in Fig. 3•). 
ls noted that • • is greater th• • •d •s over a wide 
r•ge of the frequency of the excitation. 

Vl. STABILITY 

The stability of the various branches was determined 
by adding an infinitesimal disturbance to the steady- 
state solution. From Eqs. 32, 34, and 38, one can ob- 
tain a system of linear, homogeneous equations, having 
constant coefficients, which govern the disturbance. 
Consequently, the disturbance will be of the form 
exp(MT1) , where M is an eigenvalue of the coefficient 
matrix. If the real parts of all the eigenvalues are 
negative, the branch is said to be stable; otherwise it 
is said to be unstable. More details can be found in 

Ref. 22. 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A method is presented for analyzing superharmonic, 
subharmonic, and combination resonances in a multi- 
degree-of-freedom system which has a cubic nonlinearity 
and modal viscous damping and is subject to harmonic 
excitations. The method of multiple scales is an elegant 
and effective method for studying resonances and sys- 
tematically obtaining approximate solutions. 

The present results reveal the following features of 
the steady-state response. 

(1) In the absence of internal resonances, only the 
directly excited modes can appear in the steady-state 
response. 

(2) The directly excited modes may not appear in the 
cases of subharmonic and combination resonances. But 

in the case of a superharmonic resonance, the directly 
excited mode always appears in the steady-state re- 
sponse. 

(3) In the presence of an internal resonance, it is 
possible for modes other than those that are directly 
excited to appear in the response. 

(4) If the highest mode in the internal resonance is 
directly excited, then either all or none of the lower 
modes are drawn into the response. 

(5) If all of the lower modes in the internal resonance 
are directly excited, then the highest mode is always 
drawn into the response. 

(6) If not more than two of the lower modes in a four- 
mode internal resonance (not more than one of the lower 

modes in a three-mode internal resonance) are directly 
excited, then none of the other modes in the internal 
resonance appear in the response. 

We note that in the case of a two-mode internal reso- 

nance there is only one lower mode, and exciting this 
mode always draws the other mode into the response. 

The numerical examples illustrate the possibility of 
the amplitude of the mode which is not directly excited 
being much larger than the amplitudes of the modes 
which are directly excited. This illustrates the im- 
portance of taking internal resonances into account in a 
nonlinear analysis. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLE A-I, Coefficients Bj.and frequency combinations Aj in 
Eqs, 7, 

j B• At j B• At 

APPENDIX B 

Values of some of the constants in the numerical 

examples: 

½= 0. 0001 , 

Qt = 2rn•.• + rm•.= - 2. 3108 , 

Q•.= r.m =- o. 77027 , 

•u = 3rm• = - 6.213 , 

),22= 3r2222=- 86.26 , 

Y33= 3r3333=- 414. 5 , 

¾t2 = 2(2Fn22 + F•22•)= ¾2• = - 16.58 , 

yt3 = 2(2Fn33+ Ft33t)= y3t =- 34.73 , 

and 

2(2r•.•.•+ 129. 9 . 

For the graphs, the spatial variation of the loading 
function was taken to be constant; i.e., 

Pn= fo•P(x)ckn(x)dx=P fo • ckn(x)dx . 
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Typical values of the other constants- 

(l) X=w•/3-For P=0.3x103 and errs.=0.1, 
F• =- 9459, H n =- 1710, and//•.•. =- 2264. 

(2) X-- 3col.--For P= 10x103 and ½(•.= 2, F•.= 41.37, 
H• = - 899.2, and H•.•.= - 2713. 

(3) X= (co•.+co3)/2--For P= 5x103 and ½(•.= 1.5, 
H•! = - 819.1, H•.•.= - 1914, H33= - 9921, and H•.3= H3•. 
= - 1054. 
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